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Abstract: Studying the physical processes occurring in the region just above the magnetic poles
of strongly magnetized, accreting binary neutron stars is essential to our understanding of stellar
and binary system evolution. Perhaps more importantly, it provides us with a natural laboratory
for studying the physics of high temperature and density plasmas exposed to extreme radiation,
gravitational, and magnetic fields. Observations over the past decade have shed new light on the
manner in which plasma falling at near the speed of light onto a neutron star surface is halted. Recent
advances in modeling these processes have resulted in direct measurement of the magnetic fields
and plasma properties. On the other hand, numerous physical processes have been identified that
challenge our current picture of how the accretion process onto neutron stars works. Observation
and theory are our essential tools in this regime because the extreme conditions cannot be duplicated
on Earth. This white paper gives an overview of the current theory, the outstanding theoretical
and observational challenges, and the importance of addressing them in contemporary astrophysics
research.
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1 Motivation
Neutron stars (NSs) occupy a unique position in the Universe. They are the only laboratories for
the study of cold, ultradense matter, likely exceeding nuclear densities at their cores (see, e.g.,
Lattimer, 2012, for a review). They can harbor extremely strong magnetic fields, up to 1015 G,
representing the only place in the Universe where we can study such fields. And, as GW170817
(Abbott et al., 2017) proved, NS mergers are the primary source of heavy elements in the Universe.
Hence, studying NS physics will remain a major research priority in the coming decade.
Neutron star physics can be ideally studied in accreting binary systems, where the NS accretes
matter from its less-evolved companion. Systems with massive donors (“high-mass X-ray binaries”
or HMXBs, with OB-star donors; Meszaros, 1992) are of special interest as possible NS-NS merger
progenitors. The accretion by the NS is a key element to understanding the evolution of these
systems. Furthermore, binary systems containing a NS and a Be-type companion are also of special
interest, since these systems can display highly variable accretions rates onto the NS.
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Figure 1: Left: “Fan-beam”/cylinder ge-
ometry. Right: “pencil beam”/slab ge-
ometry. From Scho¨nherr et al. (2007).
An accreting NS gravitationally captures matter from
its companion, either via a stellar wind, Roche lobe over-
flow, or from the disk of a Be-type companion. This often
forms an accretion disk around the NS, similar to what is
seen in black hole (BH) binaries (e.g., Ghosh and Lamb,
1978; Shakura and Sunyaev, 1973). However, the NS’s
extremely strong magnetic field disrupts the disk at the
magnetospheric radius, Rm∼108 cm, where the magnetic
pressure begins to dominate over the ram pressure of the
infalling material. The disk inner edge is thus significantly
farther out than in a BH, and the fluid-like mixture of ion-
ized gas, coupled with radiation, is channelled along the
field lines into the top of the NS accretion column and
the polar cap region, reaching free-fall velocities of ∼0.5c
with ion and electron temperatures up to 107-108 K (see,
e.g., Basko and Sunyaev, 1976; West et al., 2017a).
The disk properties, and the disk truncation distance,
are mass transfer rate and NS magnetic field strength
dependent. While there are a number of methods for esti-
mating NS magnetic field strengths, many are indirect and
rely on poorly-understood phenomena. However, accret-
ing NSs provide one of the few direct measurements of
the field strength: cyclotron resonant scattering features
(CRSFs, or “cyclotron lines”). Additionally, as these features are produced by photons scattering on
electrons in ∼1012 G fields, they act as probes of the environment close to the NS surface. CRSFs
make accreting NSs highly attractive targets for detailed studies of accretion. However, in order
for this information to be useful, we must have a thorough knowledge of the physical processes
involved, as well as a wide-ranging sample of data with which to test our understanding.
2 Physics of Emission from the Magnetic Poles of Neutron Stars
As ionized matter falls towards the surface of the star, soft X-ray photons generated in the flow are
Compton upscattered in energy, cooling and braking the plasma while producing the observed hard
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Figure 2: Left: Simulated observed spectra from a NS accretion column at different viewing angles,
from S. Falkner et al. (submitted). Right: From Wolff et al. (2016), the observed NuSTAR spectrum
of Her X-1 fitted with the radiation-dominated radiative shock model of Becker and Wolff (2007).
X-rays (Becker and Wolff, 2007; West et al., 2017a, and references therein). The observed spectrum
typically resembles a power-law with energy at low energies, transitioning to an exponentially
falling spectrum above 10−20 keV. Analytical and numerical treatments of this “Comptonization”
process and the resulting X-ray spectra have been presented, (e.g., Becker and Wolff, 2007; Farinelli
et al., 2012; Postnov et al., 2015; West et al., 2017b). The response of the flow to this cooling and
braking, and to changes in the accretion rate, M˙, was studied by Becker et al. (2012), who found
that the behavior of the column is determined by two main factors: is the infalling material moving
supersonically? And, does radiation pressure play a significant role in halting the flow? Figure 1,
from Scho¨nherr et al. (2007), displays two extremes of behavior: the left side shows the high M˙ case
(M˙∼1017 g s−1), with supersonic flow, significant radiation pressure, and “fan-beam” emission from
the sides of the column, while the right side shows the low M˙ case (M˙∼1014–1015 g s−1), where the
infalling matter impacts directly on the NS surface and is halted by Coulomb collisions, producing
a so-called “pencil-beam”, where the emission is directed mostly upwards, along the field lines.
2.1 Cyclotron Resonance Scattering Features – Measuring the Magnetic Field
In addition to the cut-off power-law X-ray spectrum described above, approximately three dozen of
the ∼350 known accreting pulsars also display broad absorption-like features in the 10–100 keV
range (Staubert et al., 2019). These cyclotron resonance scattering features are due to resonant
scattering of photons on electrons in the strong magnetic field. The perpendicular motion of
electrons relative to magnetic fields is quantized into Landau levels, the approximate spacing of
which is given by ∆E ≈ 11.6 (keV) B12, where B12 is the field strength in 1012 G. This results in a
highly energy- and direction-dependent scattering cross-section, with resonances at (approximately)
integer multiples of the energy spacing from ∆E. NSs with field strengths of 1012–1013 G thus
display these features in the 10–100 keV band, accessible to hard X-ray spectrometers (see Fig. 2,
right). The observed features are broad (∆E/E∼0.1), likely due to a combination of thermal motion
and averaging over different angles to the magnetic field. The dependence on angle also means these
features are intrinsically dependent on the pulse phase of the observed pulsar, reinforcing the need
for missions with the time resolution and effective area to carry out pulse phase-resolved analyses.
Building on earlier work by Wang et al. (1988) and Araya and Harding (1996), we are now able
to calculate self-consistent line profiles for cyclotron lines (Scho¨nherr et al., 2007, 2014; Schwarm
et al., 2017a,b), and by combining these results with new models for the X-ray continuum (see
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Section 2.2 below) and gravitational light bending, we can produce realistic X-ray spectra and
pulse profiles (Falkner et al., submitted, see Fig. 2). Comparing these models to observations is
difficult, due to the computational expense and intrinsically large number of free parameters, but not
impossible, and advances in computing power and analysis techniques (e.g., Markov Chain Monte
Carlo analyses or machine learning approaches) will make this a significantly more feasible goal in
the coming decade. This goal must be pursued if we want to further our understanding the extreme
physical processes occurring in the NS environment, which cannot be duplicated on Earth.
2.2 Detailed Modeling of the Continuum from First Principles
The extreme physics of the flow structure in the column makes modeling the continuum generated
by accretion onto the magnetic poles of NSs very difficult. The radiation-dominated flow model
(Arons et al., 1987; Davidson, 1973) has shown considerable promise in accounting for the radiation
properties of luminous accreting X-ray pulsars such as Her X-1. We already know that unlike the
Coulomb collisional stopping and collisionless shock models (e.g., Langer and Rappaport, 1982),
radiation-dominated flow models can account for the general shape of the X-ray spectra at X-ray
luminosities near and above the “critical luminosity” (Wolff et al., 2016, see Fig. 2). The theoretical
spectra display exponential Compton cut-offs in the high energy X-ray range (10–40 keV) just like
those observed, and power-law continua that can be understood as Compton upscattering of the
high energy photon distributions in the plasma. This theoretical spectrum shows agreement with the
observed spectrum over nearly 2 orders of magnitude in energy.
A critical assumption in the emerging theoretical development, and one that is almost certainly
incorrect, is that one type of flow model, namely a radiation-dominated shock where electron
scattering is completely efficient in stopping the plasma flow near the NS surface, is applicable
in all sources, from the low luminosity steep-spectrum sources such as X Persei, to the high
luminosity flat spectrum sources such as LMC X-4 and Cen X-3. But how do accretion flows onto
NSs transition from gas-dominated to radiation-dominated? This is not known. Perhaps as the
luminosity decreases, gas-mediated, thermal “sub-shocks” develop in the radiation-dominated flows
in a manner suggested by (Becker and Kazanas, 2001) in their study of cosmic-ray acceleration in
super-driven shock waves. Another critical question for our understanding of the accretion flow
structures is whether the emergent radiation comes out in a fan beam, in a pencil beam, or both?
Another aspect of the problem is the energy budget. This involves the details of the production
of the cyclotron, bremsstrahlung, and blackbody “seed photons,” and how these photons interact
with the gas to heat or cool the plasma, extract energy from the accretion column, and form the
broad continuum spectrum. In principle, the dynamics and the spectral formation must be treated
self-consistently, which is an extremely difficult “grand challenge” level simulation. Initial steps in
this direction have been accomplished by West et al. (2017a,b), but these calculations were limited
to one spatial direction (radial), and are not time-dependent. In a fully self-consistent model, the
radiation regulates the structure of the flows as it merges with the NS atmosphere.
3 Recent Observational Advances and Goals for the Coming Decade
3.1 The CRSF Energy-Luminosity Relationship
The first source with a clear correlation between the CRSF energy and the X-ray luminosity was
Her X-1 (Staubert et al., 2007). Since then, measurements of the energy-luminosity relationship
have been made for several other X-ray pulsars, thanks in large part to the the capabilities of
NuSTAR. As shown in the left panel of Fig. 3, the CRSF energy-luminosity relation is bimodal with
source luminosity (Becker et al., 2012). The two sources with negative CRSF energy-luminosity
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Figure 3: Left: CRSF energy vs. luminosity for a number of sources, adapted from Staubert et al.
(2019). Right: Her X-1’s long-term decay in CRSF energy, adapted from Staubert et al. (2017).
relations, V 0332+53 (Tsygankov et al., 2006) and SMC X-2 (Jaisawal and Naik, 2016), are the
brightest known CRSF sources, while Her X-1 and the other sources displaying positive correlations
(e.g., Vela X-1 Fu¨rst et al., 2014) are lower-luminosity. Others at still lower luminosity (e.g.,
4U 1538−522 Hemphill et al., 2016) show no evolution of CRSF energy with luminosity. Different
theoretical models have been put forward to explain these dependencies — e.g. the shock-height
model of Becker et al. (2012), or the reflection-model of Postnov et al. (2015). However, a full
explanation is lacking, and is hampered by the small number of sources with good enough data
to observe a trend, particularly at low luminosities. Future observations made with detectors with
enhanced spectral and temporal resolution, combined with new theoretical work, are necessary to
understand this aspect of accretion onto the magnetic poles of NSs.
3.2 Evolution of the Continuum Shape with Luminosity
The observed spectra of many accreting NSs seem to harden with increasing luminosity (see, e.g.,
Reig and Nespoli, 2013). This behavior can be explained by an increase in the “bulk Comptonization”
process (Postnov et al., 2015), which transfers bulk kinetic energy from the inflowing gas directly
to the emergent hard X-ray spectra. The typical luminosities associated with this type of spectral
hardening are on the order of 1036 − 1037 erg s−1. There is growing evidence from detailed spectral
analyses of large amounts of observations that at higher luminosities the hardening saturates or
even starts to decrease again (see, e.g., Ku¨hnel et al., 2017; Postnov et al., 2015; Reig and Milonaki,
2016). This has been interpreted as a transition from the Coulomb-dominated accretion regime to
the radiation-dominated one. At luminosities way below 1036 erg s−1 very soft spectra have been
observed, which might indicate a transition to a regime where the physical mechanism capable of
stopping the infalling material is yet to be explored (Ku¨hnel et al., 2017; Tsygankov et al., 2019).
3.3 A New Development: Long-Term Variation of the Cyclotron Line
A major discovery of the past decade was the measurement by Staubert et al. (2014) of an upwards
jump followed by a significant secular decay (∼0.3 keV yr−1) in the CRSF energy of Her X-1,
unrelated to the source luminosity (see Fig. 3, right). Since then, similar trends have been detected
in three more sources: Vela X-1 (long-term decay, see Ji et al., 2019; La Parola et al., 2016),
V 0332+53 (short- and long-term changes, see Vybornov et al., 2018), and 4U 1538−522 (upwards
jump, see Hemphill et al., 2016; Hemphill et al., 2019). The physical mechanism behind this is
unknown, but must be related to some restructuring of the accretion flow near the polar regions of
the NS — e.g., accumulations of accreted plasma could distort the field, or the accreted material
could collapse or leak out of the magnetically-confined mound on the surface. This reinforces the
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Table 1: Requirements for future X-ray missions
Parameter Requirement Scientific Justification
Energy bandpass 10–100 keV Known CRSF band
0.5–10 keV Continuum & absorption constraint
Energy resolution ∆E/E . 1 keV @ 30 keV Detailed CRSF profiles
Time resolution .100 µs Phase-connected, -resolved spectroscopy
Sensitivity 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 Low-M˙ and quiescent sources
Photon pile-up .10% @ 5 Crab Bright sources in outburst
Observing flexibility ∼1-day repoint Rapid response to X-ray transients
Polarization MDP . 20% @ 30 keV Detect polarization in CRSF band
All-sky monitoring 10−10 erg cm−2 s−1 Long-timescale variability
need for detailed theoretical and simulation-based treatments of NS accretion.
3.4 Going to Extremes: the Brightest Neutron Stars in the Sky
With the recent discovery of ultra-luminous X-ray pulsars (ULXPs), it has been proven that NSs
can reach isotropic luminosities up to at least 1041 erg s−1 (Bachetti et al., 2014; Israel et al., 2017).
Most ULXPs are extragalactic sources, and their large distances make detailed studies with existing
instruments difficult. However, even within the Milky Way and the Magellanic Clouds, we have
a few examples of NSs breaching their Eddington limit, albeit by a less extreme factor. The
transient Swift J0243.6+612 recently underwent an extremely bright outburst, likely reaching over
1039 erg s−1 at its peak (Wilson-Hodge et al., 2018). The source’s pulse profile evolved dramatically
over the outburst, suggesting a changing emission geometry due to transitions between accretion
regimes. Detailed studies of such transitions are key to understanding the physics involved. Another
example is LMC X-4, in which, as discovered by Brumback et al. (2018), pulsations sometimes
disappear without obvious changes in flux, similar to the ULXP M82 X-2 (Karino and Miller, 2016).
The reasons for these changes are still unclear. To advance our understanding of this behavior,
dedicated monitoring by instruments with high time resolution, and good spectral and angular
resolution, is necessary. Additionally, ULXPs’ apparent super-Eddington accretion rates reinforce
the need, as laid out in Section 2, for a solid theoretical understanding of the emission geometry and
the spectral formation mechanism operative in such systems.
4 Requirements on Future X-ray Missions
The topics laid out above allow us to form a fairly clear picture of how X-ray missions need to
evolve in order to achieve our goals. Of prime importance is broad-band coverage with good energy
resolution, as will be provided by missions like HEX-P (Madsen et al., 2017), which is necessary to
detect CRSFs and constrain their profiles. All-sky or wide-field monitoring, flexible scheduling,
and fast response times, with a mission such as STROBE-X (Ray et al., 2019), will be essential
for responding to sources in outburst. We must also be able to track sources to very high and very
low luminosities in order to probe the full range of accretion regimes. Finally, CRSFs are a prime
target for X-ray polarimetry studies, since large variations in polarization fraction and angle are
expected over the pulse (see, e.g, Vadawale et al., 2018, for the case of the Crab pulsar), especially
in the vicinity of the CRSF energy. With the coming launch of IXPE, X-ray polarimetry at softer
X-ray energies will become a reality, but there is an urgent need for an instrument with polarimetry
capabilities in the 10–100 keV band. We summarize these mission requirements in Table 1.
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